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Opinion | Iowa’s outdated,
irresponsible legislation is contributing
to the degradation of the environment
Despite their ability to ban plastic usage, government of�cials
prioritize protecting plastic bags over the health and success of
Iowa’s environment, resources, and species.

Grace Hildahl, Opinions Contributor

When Katy Perry sang, “Do you ever feel like a plastic bag

drifting through the wind wanting to start again?” many

thought of it as a touching line or were possibly concerned for

her emotional well-being.

However, my main takeaway from this lyric is the extreme

amount of plastic pollution blowing around that created

this collective experience that warranted a line in a song.

The usage and pollution of plastic bags have been normalized,

and it needs to stop.

According to the World Counts, an organization dedicated to understanding and reporting statistics, a plastic bag is used for an average of

12 minutes while it takes up to 1,000 years for it to decompose.

So, what does that plastic do after its 12 minutes of fame? Slowly, but viciously, it degrades Earth’s environment and species.

Plastic bags break down for centuries, but they never completely degrade. Instead, they break into smaller pieces of plastic called

microplastics. These tiny, harmful particles and larger pieces of the bags are consumed by organisms.

Once ingested, the plastic slowly and painfully kills animals due to intestinal obstruction. The plastic is often too concentrated for their

digestive tracts to break down, causing a buildup of plastic materials. The plastic buildup then makes the animal feel full, causing

malnutrition and eventually starvation.

Plastic bag pollution also has a major impact on Iowa’s livestock, killing a signi�cant amount of cattle each year. After consumption, plastic

bags can poison cows through absorbed chemicals while ultimately leading to intestinal obstruction.

Many cities and even some states have begun the �ght against further degradation by plastic pollution through plastic bag regulations.

These areas have implemented solutions to the plastic problem such as charging for usage of plastic bags in stores, incentivizing reusable

bags through discounts, or completely banning plastic bag distribution.

In total, eight states — California, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Maine, New York, Oregon, and Vermont — have of�cially banned the use

of plastic bags.

The state of Iowa, however, prioritizes plastic bags.

Iowa not only continues to use plastic bags but has a government-established prohibition on plastic bans.

In 2017, former Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad signed House File 295, a law that forbade the sanctioning of any plastic bag regulations.

This act prohibits “counties and cities from establishing certain regulations relating to employment matters and the sale or marketing of

consumer merchandise.”

Concerning consumer merchandise, the protection from regulations includes “any container used for consuming, carrying, or transporting

such merchandise.”

The act also detailed its protection over any medium of container, safeguarding vessels made of cloth, papers, plastics, etc., and anything

reusable or single-use.

NICK ROHLMAN

An employee at Bread Garden, a grocery store in Iowa City bags a
customer's groceries on April 18th, 2017. Bread Garden offers a
small discount for customers who bring their own bags.
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Thanks to this act, energy and fossil fuel resources will continue to deplete and pollute through plastic manufacturing, and plastic pollution

will continue to increase, diminishing city aesthetics and killing organisms.

Prioritizing plastic usage over the lives of species and the wellness of communities is disgraceful.

Despite the environmental neglect from government of�cials, we as individuals must take matters into our own hands, or rather into our

own bags.

Just because a plastic bag is an option, that doesn’t mean you should choose it. Eliminate this option through BYOB: Bringing your own bag.

Reusable bags function just as well as plastic bags and can be used for years rather than just minutes.

While replacing plastic bags may seem to be a dif�cult adjustment, try keeping a reusable bag in your car or on your doorknob so you won’t

forget it when walking out the door.

Most importantly, remembering small sacri�ces now will help rebuild a healthier future. 

Columns re�ect the opinions of the authors and are not necessarily those of the Editorial Board, The Daily Iowan, or other organizations in

which the author may be involved.
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